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Transportability plus durability,

reliability, and value.

OUR HISTORY

In 1967, Bill and Zella Burke risked all they had to invent and manufacture healthcare
products.  Mr. Burke said �[I will] dedicate myself to inventing home care products
for the infirm�.  The resulting family of products allows people to maintain their 
independence so they can stay in their home close to friends and relatives.

The company that Mr. and Mrs. Burke started employed thirty people; twenty were
seniors or disabled and they received national awards for hiring veterans. In our 3rd
generation, we continue Mr. Burke�s dedication to building reliable long lasting
products and supporting America.  

WHAT AMERICAN MADE MEANS TO YOU

Today while many scooters and power chairs are made in low production cost countries like China, PaceSaver 
continues the 30 year tradition of building to a higher standard of durability and reliability.  We are the only
manufacturer of scooters and power chairs to build all our models in the U.S.A.  Because our products are built
in the U.S.A., the FDA inspects our plant for design controls, good manufacturing practices and quality systems
on a regular basis while foreign plants are not.  Industry tests of foreign products reveal poor quality components
and designs that do not work as claimed or worse are dangerous if used per the instructions in the owners manual.
American made gives you a higher level of Quality Assurance.

AMERICAN MADE MEANS U.S. STOCKED PARTS

U. S. stocked parts keeps your scooter running for years.  We stock millions of dollars 
worth of parts in Kansas City, whether for new product or decades old. Our parts are 
�over here� not �over seas�!  So over 90% of our replacement parts are shipped within 
one working day.

AMERICAN MADE KEEPS AMERICANS WORKING

Leisure-Lift keeps all of America working!  We buy over 5,000 parts manufactured by 580 vendors located in
44 different states.  The efforts of people from all over the United States go into our mobility products.

Bill Burke, PaceSaver
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� Rich �depth of color� reflective  finish.
� Color �through and through� ABS substrate.
� Won�t chip, peel or fade.
� �Scratch guard� easy maintenance. 
� Deep clear coat hardened acrylic layered.
� Simply wipe with damp rag or wax.
� No paint, No ugly touch ups.
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� Incline stability is determined per US Ansi/Resna
Dynamic Stability Test 8.2.

� A confident ride - indoors & out.

All PaceSaver products are built in America.

The New Com-For-Back Bucket Seat
for all day support & comfort.

Soft center core for
even support and
greater comfort

Sturdy back
centering support

columns

Angled hip and 
thigh centering

support

11 ply cabinet wood
base for strength

Contoured high density 
foam block to cradle 

the buttocks

18� seat depth allows
for even distribution 

of body weight

20� back height for upper
and lower back support
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The direct descendant of the Famous PaceSaver our most popular scooter Plus III is designed for ease of car
transport. The individual battery boxes eliminate a bulky plastic shroud, enabling the Plus III models to be 
separated and stored in the most compact  space.  All Plus III�s feature the Soft-touch tiller for shoulder
comfort and easy access, luxurious �Com-For-Back�  high backed seat for all day comfort 
and support, �Mirror-Glaze� color for rich long lasting beauty.  Plus III performance 
features the industry's best incline stability rating , the most powerful, easiest to drive, 
safer state-of-the art controller standard, quiet powerful 3 brake transaxle drive system, 
shock absorbing resilient suspension and easy access on or off board worldwide charger.  
Enjoy a comfortable, confident ride on America's most popular scooter  -- PaceSaver Plus III.

Stylish indoor and outdoor capability with comfort only a full size scooter can give.  
Plus III combines excellent indoor maneuverability and leg room with outdoor power 
and stability, 300 lb. capacity with a 20 - 30 mile range, at a brisk, 5.25 mph speed and the 
industry�s best warranty. 

The brawny Titan is designed for long hill climbs and demanding terrain.  Titan adds a mighty 
4 pole 4� motor for 25% more power, 5.40 mph. speed and 350 lb. capacity.  Titan is an 
excellent value in a maximum performance scooter.

The 450 lb. capacity Atlas adds to the Titan a special reinforced frame with side anti-tips 
for additional stability, 21� seat (optional to 24�), height, width and angle adjustable arm 
rests and an on board charger.  Atlas retains the excellent style,maneuverability, stability, 
transportability and comfort of the Plus III.

�I sell several [scooter lines], but the scooter  that I have
used for the past twelve years is a PaceSaver�.
Bernie Webb, Sec./Tres., Mobility Plus, Inc. (dealer)
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Easily Transportable

American made controller is
enclosed & isolated.

VA & CE moisture tested.
� Look under the hood!
� Encased digital controller.
� Isolated from road moisture.
� Double layered moisture protected throttle.

� Quick & easy single pull-pin separation.
� Separates into 3 easy pieces.
� Fits in most cars, vans and SUV�s.
� Or use our Magnum Power Lift.

� Advance Controller Programs for smooth transition 
through all speed ranges.

� Meets FDA required radio wave runaway protection 
of 20 volts per meter.

� Powerful 110 amp. controller for more power.
� Push-Too-Fast eliminates disengage runaways.
� Power Boost technology for inclines on hills.
� Battery Saver for extended range.
� Audio-visual indicators provide constant status.

Plus III Premier 

Plus III Titan

Plus III Atlas
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Specifications

Overall Length
Overall Width
Wheel Base
Weight

Rear Drive Unit
Base & Tiller
Seat Section

Maximum Speed
Range (approximate)
Ground Clearance
Turning Radius
Pneumatic Tire Size 9� (front/rear)
Pneumatic Tire Size 10� (front/rear)
Seat Dimensions

Width
Depth
Back Rest Height

Seat Height From Floorpan
Seat Height With Power Seat
Electronic Brakes

Regenerativ, Dynamic
Disc Braking

Rear Wheel Drive
Power Source
Structural Capacity
PaceSaver Extra Degree of Protection -
Maximum Incline Rating

Plus III Premier-9�/10� Plus III Atlas

Specifications subject to change. Incline stability is determined per US Ansi/Resna Dynamic Stability test
8.2. Stability increases by leaning forward or seat not in highest position.

Five-Year Limited Warranty
Five-year prorated limited transaxle warranty. Three-year prorated limited warranty on Main Frame components.
One-year prorated limited warranty covering virtually all internal components, including the electronics.
Lifetime Extended Warranty
Lifetime warranty on frame components. Two-year prorated limited parts warranty. Please consult the Owners
Manual for eligibility requirements and details of the warranties. Batteries are not part of either warranty.
Battery Charger - Battery chargers are standard equipment with PaceSavers and are a heavy duty, Micro-Light 24
volt constant current fully automatic charger specially manufactured for Leisure-Lift.
Batteries - PaceSavers are designed to utilize size U-1 sealed deep cycle type batteries. These batteries, supplied by
your dealer, may be purchased from Leisure-Lift or supplied by a local source. Leisure-Lift only provides warranty
coverage on its own batteries. Because they are 24 volts, PaceSavers require two (2) batteries. Please note: all bat-
teries require some form of maintenance. Deep cycle batteries must be kept charged! Batteries left for some time
without using and/or charging will go bad.

PaceSaver Scooters! Celebrating 20 years of legendary performance.
PaceSaver is a registered trademark and
Plus III is a trademark of Leisure-Lift, Inc.
© 2004 Leisure-Lift, Inc. All rights reserved.

Leisure-Lift, Inc.
1800 Merriam Lane

Kansas City, KS 66106
Doc.0404-A

Color Choices

Velvet Seats

Plush Vinyl Seats

Black

TealGray

Charcoal Sandstone

Crimson

Accessories & Options
� On-Board Charger
� Cane Holder
� Sliding Seat

� Review Mirror
� Cane Seating
� Flat-Free Tires

Please see the Accessories & Options
brochure for a complete listing.

45.5�
24�/24.75�
33.5�

42.5/43.3 lbs.
34.5/35 lbs.
23.75 lbs.
4.30/5.25 MPH
20 - 30 miles
4.25�/4.50�
34.5�/35�
2.5� x 9�/3� x 9�
3� x 9�/3� x 10�

18�
18�
20�
16.75� - 18.75�
18� - 23�

Yes
�Posi-Lock� Electric
Transaxle
1 HP Motor
300 lbs.

12o (22% grade)

45.5�
24.75�
33.5�

43.3 lbs.
45 lbs.
29.75 lbs.
5.40 MPH
20 - 30 miles
4.50�
35�
-----
3� x 9�/3� x 10�

21�
21�
22..5�
16.75� - 18.75�
18� - 23�

Yes
�Posi-Lock� Electric
HD Transaxle
1 1/4 HP Motor
450 lbs.

12o (22% grade)

Top of

Class

� Stability � Climbing � Range �
Smooth starts & stops

AARP product report-winter 1995

Plus III Titan

45.5�
24.75�
33.5�

43.3 lbs.
35 lbs.
24 lbs.
5.40 MPH
20 - 30 miles
4.50�
35�
-----
3� x 9�/3� x 10�

18�
18�
20�
16.75� - 18.75�
18� - 23�

Yes
�Posi-Lock� Electric
Transaxle
1 1/4 HP Motor
350 lbs.

12o (22% grade)

www.pacesaver.com
800-255-0285

leisure-lift@kc.rr.com

Candy Apple Red

Emerald Teal

Ocean Blue

Midnight Black

Gray

Reclining Admiral 
Seat with Adjustable 

Headrest

Cup
Holder

Oxygen
Holder

Your Professional Local PaceSaver Dealer

Flag

Saddle
Bag

Front
Bag

Power 
Seat

Ocean Blue


